Writing Checklist
Lower Key Stage 2

I can write for a range of purposes and audiences:









Using paragraphs to organise ideas
One paragraph for each topic or idea
Describing settings and characters
Including adjectives and emotive language
Mostly correct verb tense used throughout
I hit the ball, ran around the posts and scored a point.



Including the features of the text type
Subheadings, specific vocabulary, diagrams etc.



Using co-ordinating conjunctions










E.g. or, and, but
Using subordinating conjunctions
E.g. when, if, that, because
Using a range of  capital letters
punctuation
mostly correctly  full stops

question marks


exclamation marks



commas



apostrophes for contraction



Spelling most words correctly
Using spelling patterns and rules



Handwriting is legible with some joining
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Writing Checklist
Working towards the expected standard
I can write for a range of purposes and audiences:






Using paragraphs to organise ideas
One paragraph for each topic or idea
Describing settings and characters
Including adjectives and emotive language



Including the features of the text type
Subheadings, specific vocabulary, diagrams etc.



Using co-ordinating conjunctions



Using subordinating conjunctions





Using a range of
punctuation
mostly correctly



capital letters



full stops

.



question marks

?

exclamation marks




commas for lists



apostrophes for contraction



Spelling most words correctly
Using spelling patterns and rules



Handwriting is legible
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Writing Checklist

Working at the expected standard
I can write for a range of purposes and audiences:


















Describing settings, character and atmosphere
Including emotive language and adding details
Selecting vocabulary and grammar appropriate to the genre
Topic-specific words, formal and informal writing
Using cohesive devices across sentences and paragraphs
Including conjunctions and adverbials to link ideas
Using dialogue effectively to advance the story
“Help me!” pleaded Eric, as the wild bull raced forward.
Using a wide range of clause structures and varies their position
Including simple, compound and complex sentences
Speech is punctuated correctly
“Miss,” called Claire, “I know the answer.”



Correct verb tense is used throughout the text
Past, present or future verb tense



Correctly using





inverted commas



commas for clarity



punctuation for parenthesis



Spelling most words correctly
Using spelling patterns and rules



Handwriting is legible and mostly joined
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Working at greater depth








Clear use of genre specific structure, grammar and vocabulary
Flashbacks, character behaviour, personification etc.
Clear changes between formal and informal writing style
Use of contractions in speech, idioms, etc.
Correctly using further punctuation
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